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VERDICTS AND REASONS OF THE COURT

[1]

The Accused stood trial originally on an indictment
containing 9 counts, two of carnal knowledge of a child
under the age of 12 contrary to section 122(1) of the
Criminal Offences Act and 7 counts of serious indecent
assault cdntrary to sections 124(1), (2) and (3) of the
Criminal Offences Act between the 11th May, 2015 and
the 15th May 2015 when the evidence was heard in the
Supreme Court, at Pangai, in Ha'apai. On the 15th May
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after submissions had been delivered by counsel, I
adjourned the proceedings to deliver my verdict in
Nuku'alofa, on the 22rd May 2015.

[2] The particulars of the counts on which the accused
originally stood trial, were in relation to counts one and
two, bein~ counts of carnal knowledge, that he did in or
about a day in Decemb.er 2012, at Ha'ato'u carnally
know the complainant who was a child under the age of
1l2, when he inserted his penis into her vagina, whilst
she was lying on her back naked and he was on top of
her.

[3] In relation to the serious indecent assault charges,
count 3 of the original , tri~ l indictment alleged that the
accused committed the assault on her on or about
December 2012 when she was under 15 when he licked
her buttooks, genitalia, and her breasts, and he also got
her to suck his penis until she ejaculated. In relation to
count 4, the allegation was that he kissed her and got
her to suck his tongue and rub her breasts. In relation
to count 5, it was alleged that he kissed her cheek. In
relation to count 6, it was alleged he got her to suck his
penis, and then he kissed her and licked her vagina. In
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relation to count 7, it was alleged he kissed her and
licked her vagina, and also licked her buttocks. In
relation to count 8, it was alleged he kissed her cheek
and then licked her vagina. In relation to count 9, it was
alleged he kissed her and then licked her vagina, and
then he got her to lick his under arm pit.

[ 4] At the conclusion of the prosecution 's case, Mr Kefu
applied to amend the indictment which was unopposed.
These amendments were granted . The Crown did not
proceed

~ith

a second count of carnal knowledge and

reduced the charges of serious indecent assault from

7

counts to four with a marked change in the nature of
the particulars. These counts are set out below.

,

'

THE LAW

[5] Before I can convict on any of these counts I must be
satisfied in relation to each count that the Crown has
proven beyond reasonable doubt;

Count!. Carnal knowledge

•

1. that the accused did
2012 at Ha'ato'u ;

on or about a day in December
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2. carnally know meaning that he did inset his penis into
tine compfainant's vagina;
3. VI/hen she was a child under the age of 12.

Count 2 serious indecent assault

1. That the accused did on or about a day in December
2.012 at Ha'ato'u;

2. Commit a serious indecent assault namely he did lick
tlhe complaint's buttocks;

3. VVhilst she was under the age of 15.

'
Coun1t 3 serious indecent
assault
.
1. That the accused did on or about a day in December
2:12 at Ha'ato'u;

2. Commit a serious indecent assault namely he did make
hier lick his testicles;

3. VVhilst she was under the age of 15.
I
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Count 4 serious indecent assault

1. That the accused did on or about a day in December
212 at Ha'ato'u·

'

2. Commit a serious indecent assault namely he made her
rub his breasts ;

3. Whilst she was under the age of 15.

Count 5 serious indecent assault

1. That the accused did on or about a day in December
212 at Ha'ato'u I·

2. commit a serious indecent assault namely he made her
suck his breasts ;

3. Whilst she was under the age of 15.
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I remind myself that an assault is an intentional
application of force to the body of the victim and to be
indecent must be an act that has a sexual connotation
namely

contrary

respectable

to

people in

the

ordinary

standards

the

community.

of

Where the

accused is under the age of 15, the prosecution does
I

not have to show that the intentional application of force
was consensual.

The Crown Evidence

Toatepi Mataika

[6] She lived in Tongatapu and was aged 26. She was
married.

Her evidence was that she had met the

complainant's family when she had lived in Pangai,
Ha'apai with her pa1rents, who were Anglican ministers,
I

in 2010. She had rnarried and returned to New Zealand
but had returned in the Christmas season of 2012 with
her baby to see her parents. She stayed at the Church
property then. The complainant, Lilipeti and her family
visited her and the complainant baby sat for her.

She
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gave evidence that during this period she saw a lot of
Lilipeti. She used to watch videos with Lilipeti's mother
Nenisi Finau. As a result, she visited the accused's
residence with whorn the complainant and her family
had lived for a few n1onths in 2011, before moving to a
residence nearby. The purpose of the visits was to
borrow videos.

Toatepi gave evidence that, on the first

occasion they visited , Lilipeti asked for the accused 's
phone so she could play games. She asked for the
phone persistently and she wanted to show them the
on the phone. She said Lilipeti was given
photo of her
I
the phone and she and her mother browsed through the
phone photos. Later, Lilipeti gave the phone back to the
accused and then clirnbed on his bed to look into his bag
and she asked for money ,_,._ She formed an adverse view
she said of Tulikaki and said he made a sexual advance
to her. She said it was rather in the nature of a joke
whether he could lick her vagina .

[7] She said they went back on the next day for more
videos. Again, the accused made a sexual overture to
her. The accused was sitting on his bed in the living
I

room. Lilipeti continued to ask for money. She said
Tulikaki gave her a look which to her suggested he was
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not an honest man. On this occasion, it seems nothing
of note occurred aside from a further request by the
accused fqr the witness to engage in sexual activity with
him to which she said she started giggling and told
Nenisi they should leave. She did not see the accused
again.

[8] However, she gave evidence that she had seen a video
(a phone clip) of the accused with the complainant after
these visits. The accused she said was on his bed
rubbing his penis and Lilipeti was just lying by him.
There was objection by Mr Tu 'utafaiva to this evidence
on the grounds that he had not seen the video. He later
objected rpore generally to the evidence as hearsay. The
witness gave evidence that
.... the video clip had been
transferred by a person (later referred to as Sefo by the
officer in charge of the case Sgt Tevita Fisi'ilose) to
Sefo's phone after it had been taken into his phone to
be recharged at the power company's office. After the
clip had been sent to his phone, the witness gave
ev.idence that Sefo had sent it on to all the phones in
Ha'ato'u where the complainant and her family resided .
She was aware her parents had seen it because she
overheard a discussion and instructed her sister to take
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her father's phone and transfer the clip to her sister's
pl1one. She said she saw Lilipeti from her head to her
face. She said she appeared to be without clothes. She
said that she had seen the video about four days after
visiting Tulikaki's residence. It was about a sixty second
recording.a

[9] She said, in chief, that after this she had asked Lilipeti if
anything had been done to her by Tulikaki and she had
answered no. She asked her the same question the next
day and she had said no. After that, she had been
picking flowers for a church decoration on a Saturday
and she had told Lilipeti she would, when she went back
to Tonga, get her what she had been requesting. She
said

again

after this IJ(hether Tulikakai

had done

anything to her and this time she said yes . She said that
she was qfraid to tell because Tulikaki had told her if
she ever did tell he would detain her. She asked her
what he had done and she said that he had licked her,
asked if she had liked it and Lilipeti had said no. He
asked her after a second time whether she liked it and
she said no and after a third time said she did. After
that he gave her a $1 pa'anga and told her to buy chow
noodles. She said that when she visited him on a second
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day he told her to suck his penis and she did and some
fluid came out, and he told her to swallow it, and she
said no and spat it out. He told her to take her clothes
off and turn around. After that, he continued to lick
Lilipeti's buttocks. He gave her a $1 pa'anga. She also
had said the accused used his hands to fiddle with her
vagina.

[ 10] At that

p~nt,

the witness told Lilipeti she would tell her

parents and did tell her mother, Nenisi, evening. The
next day the mother told Toatepi she could to file the
complaint because it seems she and her husband were
so upset could not bear to do so. As a result, she filed
the complainant andl her statement was taken on the
2~th

January 2013 by

Sg~Fisi'ilose.

She sa id that, after

this, they went straight to the hospital. She said they
went to the police station twice. On the first day the
evidence reveals that only Toatepi was interviewed,
although the complainant was present outside the
station for all of that time. Evidence was given that it
was a lengthy interview.

Lilipeti was taken to the

hospital for examination on the 30th January after a
female police officer Taueli , who later took Lilipeti 's
statement on the 1st February said that she should go.
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•
[ll]Toatepi

was

extensively

cross-examined

by

Mr

Tu'utafaiva, counsel for the accused. She said that she
had arrived on the 28th December 2012 and that she
had been visited Nenisi and Sione's residence with her
baby on the 30th December. On the 31st December,
Lilipeti and her mother visited, and from 1st January to
19th January 2013 Lilipeti would come over every day
1

and spend most of the day with her and she would come
with her mother and night and watch videos . The first
time she said she visited the accused was the 20th
January

tvhich

was

a

Sunday.

Cross-examination

revealed that the a1ccused had not made any sexual
overtures to her on the first two occasions she went
over to obtain videos

th~

is on the 20th and 21st of

January, 2015. It was on the 22nd, that is on the third
visit, that she said he did so. She went back on the 23rd
her statement records and he again asked her to
engage in sexual activity; similarly, on the 24th, when
they again went to get videos. On that occasion, she
said when he:: said if you give me what I want/ only one
night. The witness said later1 in re-examination/ she was
joking.

Or~!

the 25U1 1 the accused by chance met the
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witness, Nenisi and Lilipeti at the wharf and Lilipeti
asked for money.
I

[12] On the 26th January,

2015,

she had asked the

complainant whether the accused had done anything to
her. She said she had not seen the video clip before the
visits to the accused. She agreed it was this that had
motivated her to ask Lilipeti whether the accused had
done anything to her.

She had seen the video on the

2Sth May after her sister had down loaded the clip to
her phone from her father's. She said she had over
heard her mother and father discussing it on the 25th
May in the morning after her father came home from
the kava club and it was on his phone. For cultural
reasons

s~e said she coulct.not discuss it with her father.

She seemed to admit she had seen it on her sister's
phone on the morning of the 25th January, 2015. Later
she retracted that date and said she could only recall
that she saw the video on a date which was earlier than
her final questioning of the complainant.

[13] Mr Tu'utafaiva asked her whether the reason why she
had not volunteered information about the video to the
police on the 28th January when

she made her
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statement was because it did not exist. She said the
reason she did not give this information to the police
was because the complaint was based on what she had
been told. She had, however, taken the clip on her
sister's phone to the police when Lilipeti made her
statement on the 1st February2013.
I

[ 14] Counsel also put various passages in her statement to
hter which he submitted showed that her statement was
rr1ore detailed than the evidence she was giving in court
and that was because what she had told the police on
the

28th

was

made

up.

She

denied

this.

The

inconsistencies related to whether the complainant had
spoken of one or two occasions of sexual activity leading
to oral intercourse and

w~ether

or not money had been

giiven to her one or two occasions.
I

[lS]The witness admitted she was present at the interview
o1F Lilipeti for part of the time and then asked to leave
and she had signed the statement when her mother was
unable to later, after reading it, on the 1st February
2013. She confirmed that, prior to this on the 30th
January, she had gone to the hospital and had seen the
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doctor with Lilipeti and Nenisi, but it was Nenisi who had
spoken to the doctor.

[16] In re-examination, she said it was likely the 26th
January 2013 she spoke to the complainant which was
a Saturday and she went to the police on the Monday.
She said Tulikaki was sitting on the bed pulling his penis
while Lilipeti is lying on her back without any clothes
and

Lilipe~i

was shouting "video video" and then the clip

went off. After Lilipeti 's interview, she said she went
back to the church to get the phone and gave it to the
female police officer, Taueli who saw the video and she
gave her the phone back afterwards. She said she had
been told Sgt Fisi'ilose that the police had already got
a copy of the same video . .__

The Complainant's evidence

[ 17] The

com~lainant

gave evidence that was aged 9 at the

time of the alleged offending . She was born on the 4th
December 2003. She was admitted to take the oath.
She was the youngest of 8 children. She and her family
had lived at a residence belonging to a person called
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Neiafu anti the accused came to live with them, until
they left and went to live in another residence nearby.
She said that she used to visit Tulikaki. She said on one
occasion he had given her a dollar to buy some noodles.
On another occasion, she had asked for his phone for
her and her mother to take some pictures. She took the
ph.one back. On another occasion, she visited and she
said that he told her to take off her pants so that he
could take pictures of her genital area. She then was
told to lie dcwn on the bed. He then took off his pants
and told her to lie on her stomach whilst he would lick
her buttoaks. He did that and he told her to kiss him.
After that he told her to lie on her back and he put his
penis she said into her vagina. Then he told her to suck
his nipples. He also

rubb~d

his nipples. After that, he

went and grabbed an oil bottle and started to caress his
penis. Then he lay down on top of her.

She also

n1entioned in this incident that he told her to suck his
tongue and he to hers. She said intercourse felt painful.

[18] She said,

when

clarification

was

sought

by the

prosecutor, that he licked her buttocks on a different
day from the day he put his penis into her vagina. She
said the day she took the picture was the same day he
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put his finger into her vagina. The day he licked her
buttocks was a different day he did the same thing on
the next day. She later said that day was a Sunday
when she ~ad chicken at Tulikaki's. She said that he had
told her to take off her underwear and it was then that a
person by the name of Isi from the Pentecostal church
came over to the residence and interrupted them. She
said that after that she was eating chicken when her
brother Saia came in and beat her and she cried and sat
un.der the mango tree. He was upset because she had
gone to Tulikaki's residence. Tulikaki had done nothing
apart from telling her to take her clothes off. She said
Isis from the Pentecostal church which was nearby
spoke to the accused in the living room and then
afterward~

she had come Jnto the living room for some

chicken.

[ 19] She said the next day she had returned to Tulikaki and
they had taken their clothes off and he had inserted his
big finger or big thumb inside her vagina where it had
ca.used her to be taken to hospital. She pointed to the
index finger. She later went to the hospital where she
said she stayed a night. She did not see Tulikaki after
that. She appeared to suggest this was the last incident.
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[20] She also said that on one occasion Tuikaki told her to
take a video using his phone, and she took one all of a
sudden something white sprung out of his penis. She
said during ·chis tim1e Tulikaki had told her to lick his
testicles. He told her to rub his nipples and then suck on
his

nipple~.

Later she said the licking and sucking on the

nipples took place on a different day. She said she took
a video of Tulikaki rubbing his testicles. Later, she said
the licking of the buttocks, the licking of the testicle
and rubbing of the nipples took place on the same day.
She said that penile penetration only happened on one
occasion.

[21] She said she told Nienisi

~hat

Tulikaki had done when

she asked her on the Sunday that Saia had beaten her
up. When asked by the prosecutor when these events
had happened, she appeared confused about whether
the incidents took place during school times or after
school had ended and she was on vacation. She said
they took place in December but had difficulty with the
year.
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[22] Under cross-examination, she said she did not know
how many months in the year there were and that the
only month she knew the name of was December. She
did not know on what day church services were. She
co·uld not recall her statement being taken by a police
officer. She had been given a copy of her statement
before her evidence. She admitted that when Tulikaki
came and lived with them he had a different bedroom ,
and she used to use his phone for games and also look

•

for money in his bag to buy noodles.

[23] fv1r Tu'utafaiva, on two occasions, asked her whether
the denials she had given to Toatepi concerning whether
Tulikaki had done anything to her were in fact the truth
and she responded that it ~as. Mr Tu'utafa iva closed his
cross-examination shortly after this. In re-examination,
she admitted that she had responded no to Toatepi
three times when asked whether Tulikaki had done
anything to her but could not explain why she had told
Toatepi that he had not done things to her. She
maintained• that the indecencies and intercourse had
occurred. She said to the prosecutor when asked the
following question "Is this because Toatepi told you to
come and give evidence like this or are you merely just
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telling the. truth?", her answer was "Toatepi told me to
come and give evidence like this". She maintained,
however, to Mr Kefu that her evidence was true and that
she did not give false evidence because Toatepi had told
her to do this.

Her answer, when further asked by Mr

Kefu why she had told Toatepi he did not do anything,
she said because she did not recall or remember clearly.
She appeared to later qualify this by saying yes to a
question put by Mr Kefu, "so there are some things you
can

remember and

there

are things

you

cannot

remember", and then yes to the question "so the only
things yol! can remember are the things you have given
here in Court?".

Nenisi ( the complainant's Mother)

"'

[24] She gave evidence that she had eight children the
youngest being the complainant. She confirmed that the
Pentecostal church was located between her residence
an·d Neiafu's residence. She confirmed that Tulikaki had
lived with her family and they had stayed together for
about 5 to six months. After a disagreement concerning
a plantation of their sons at Neiafu's which she claimed
the accused had harvested without her knowledge, they
I

took up residence elsewhere.

She admitted

when

.
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Toatepi came back they would approach the accused for
movies. On two occasions, she saw Lilipeti climb on to
the accused bed and ask the accused for money. He
said he had none. She recounted an incident where, on
a Sunday after Church, she had found Lilipeti crying and
she had said Saia had beaten her up because she had
been standing in Tullikaki's house. She confirmed that
Toatepi had told her things had been happening to her
daughter and to make a complaint but she and her
husband felt unable to do so because they could not
bear the stories. She said she saw the video clip which
she said showed Tulikaki lying down while the little girl
stood over him with her legs apart. She said Tulikaki
was wearing clothes whilst the girl was naked. She said
it was a yideo clip and it:__had been taken by she and
Toatepi to the station. The witness said that Lilipeti had
complained to her of pain in her vagina when she was
playing

on

the

27th

January

2013.

She

never

complained about bleeding. She said the pain in her
vagina was caused by Tulikaki fondling or fiddling with
her vagina. She said also that he had actually inserted
his fingers in her vagina. She was told this after the visit
to the doctor.
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Sione (father of the complainant )

[25] He said it was sometime around August that they had
moved into the property and lived with the accused. He
said they moved away in December 2011 because of the
reason that Tulikaki's wife was arriving. He also said
because his wife

had told

him

the accused

had

propositioned his wife to have intercourse with him. He
said also that Toatepi had arrived with her baby in
November of something like that 2011. He said that he
was too emotional to make the complaint himself. He
said the sexual incndent occurred after the accused's
wi~e

had gone back t:o Tongatapu.

Tevita Vakasiuola

[26] He was a doctor, who on the 30th January 2013,
examined 1Lilipeti and he said it was clear that the inner
layer of her hymen had been broken. He said that this
suggested

somethin~~

had been inserted into her hymen.

He said that would mean a finger or fingers and also a
male penis had been put into and to the hymen. Mr
Tu'utafaiva

cross-examined

the

doctor

and

he

responded that Lilipteti had said someone had fondled
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her vagina and inserted a finger into her vagina. She
never said anyone had inserted a penis into the vagina.
He said it was not a fresh wound. Lilipeti was released
from hospital the same day. A tear to the hymen could
ca·use pain he said . Even a light break you would expect
the hymen to bleed.

Officer Tevita Fis'ilose.
I

[27] He gave evidence that the complaint of fiddling with the
vagina and licking of vagina had been made on the 28th
January 2013. Because no police woman was on duty
Lilipeti was not interviewed until the 1st February 2013
by Officer Taueli. She did not give evidence. He said he
saw the video clip which TQ_atepi said was on her sister's
phone. He said he could see it was a man and also a
young person. He said he could not confirm at that point
if it was a boy of a

~Jirl.

The man was a big man . He said

the video clip was about three to four seconds. He said
the man was masturbating and the little girl was
I

standing. When put to him that before he had said he
could not tell whether it was a boy or a girl, he said he
could not confirm alt first sight it was a boy or a girl but
the actual playback the little person was shouting out
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video. Hea said he took the video to the IT person at
Ha'apai school to see if he could enhance it to make
certain of the images. He said he got a copy of the
footage from the person who had copied the clip
originally Sefo Kalu who now resides in Tongatapu. He
took Sefo's phone to

an IT person at a school before

returning it to the owner. He was present when the
footage

from

Sefo's phone

was

transferred

to

a

computer at the school and the IT person tried to adjust
the video in terms of brightness and also resolution for
the pictures to be bigger. The IT person said he would
try and rpake the images clearer and eventually he
would copy it to a flash drive and return it. He did not
retain a copy of the clip. He said he had waited for an
enhanced copy of the clip.._ but did not receive one. He
had given back Toatepi's phone to her and Sefo's phone
was not retained, either. He said he had, only the night
be~fore

giving evidence, ascertained where the IT person

was and had spoken to him but he had told him to see
the existing It man at the college. He had ascertained
that the footage which had been placed on a computer
in the presence of the witness on the day he took it to
the collegr had been wiped when the present IT person
commenced work. He said he had made inquiries to
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locate the former IT person but had only succeeded in
doing so the night before he gave evidence. Under
cross-examination from Mr Tu'utafaiva , he admitted that
he had

n~t recordsed his work done since 2013 ton

visiting which he said he had done continuously to
retrieve the footage. He admitted he did not record any
of this information in his station diary.

[28]The sergeant also gave evidence of a record of interview
he conducted with the accused. This was on the 5th
February 2015. He admitted that he had lived with the
complainant and her family in March, April and May
2012. He said that the family had moved to their home
when his wife came and stayed with him. She was now
in Americ~. He said she had been with him for a week in

...

June 2012. He said the family still used to visit to get
crops. He said

thE~y

came and got crops from the

plantation they planted at his residence. He said Lilipeti
would visit with Nenisi. They came to get pele leaves.
Lilipeti came and would want things her father wanted

and mentioned on one occasion diving googles. He said
she only came once between June and December and
that was for sunglasses. He said Lilipeti came around for
food when his wife was there from America in December
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2012. He admitted giving her money - up to one dollar
or· coins. He would do this when she comes with either
of her parents. He said that Lilipeti would only ask for
rnoney to buy noodles when she came with Nenisi or
with other children. He said Nenisi knew about this Sione hardly comes. He said he recalled when Saia beat

'

Lilipeti. He said he was eating with Angai and 'Anau
when this occurred and it was in June, 2012. He was
asked if anybody had come to his house

this Sunday

afternoon and it was only he and Lilipeti in the house.
He said it was lsi. He said that on this occasion after we:
ate, Lilipeti was still eating then Angai and Anau stood

up

and went inside their room and lay down while

Lilipeti

was

still

proposition was

eating
put to

in

the

living

room.

The

him that the officer had

~

information that someone entered and Lilipeti was
standing in his room but he was

lying down then he

'

had jumped up and sat up and said that this girl was
coming to wake you up for food. He said that was a lie ..
IHe denied that, after Lilipeti had acquired noodles, he
lhad told her to take off her pants and a t - shirt. He
denied that he had told her to lie down facing up on a
lbed in his house. He denied licking her buttocks or
sucking Lilipeti's breast or she his. He denied getting her
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to suck his penis or ejaculate into her mouth. He denied
kissing her or inserting his tongue into her mouth. He
denied telling her to take her t-shirt off but leave her
trousers on. He denied penile intercourse or licking her
vagina and asking her whether she liked the licking. He
denied getting her to suck his penis. He denied that he
sat on the bed masturbating whilst Lilipeti was lying on
top of the bed, and that he had told Lilipeti to shout
video and 1 Lilipeti shouted video whilst he took a photo
of you two with your phone. There was nothing like that.
The officer then said "we have a video clip here with us
where it clearly shows you masturbating and Lilipeti is
also in it and when she shouted video. is this video true
or not?" The accused responded that the video is not
true showing that he masturbated the little girl. He

'

.
denied
any allegations of sexual impropriety and was

after charged with indecent assault. He maintained that
in his statement and charge sheet.

[29]

Under cross-examination, he was asked by Mr

•

Tu'utafaiva whether or not he thought it relevant to
obtain the accused's phone and he responded that he
·did not think it was relevant and or important. He said
in answer to a question from me if there was a reason
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he had n(t)t secured the phone containing evidence he
knew was important that Tulikaki had answered his
qiUestion that he had no video in his phone. He said his

understanding was may be he had deleted everyth ing in
hiis phone that he had to do with the footage. He said
o1fficer Taueli was at the Nukualofa police station .

He

said he knew Anau was a girlfriend of Angai who was
U1e nephew of Tulikaki. He said they were not in Ha'apai
at the time he was doing work on the case. He seems
not to have taken steps to secure any statements from
them subsequently. To questions from myself, he said
he took the video to IT at the school on the 4th
February. He admitted that was the day before he
interviewed the accused. He admitted he could have
obtained a search warrant and that the evidence was
.....

irnportant.

He thought,

however,

advancing

as

a

justification to me for not having done so, that he
thought Tulikaki had heard about the talk of the video
and the fact of the complaint'

and his belief was that

he would have deleted it.

[30]The accused elected not to give evidence. No adverse
inference Fan be drawn against him for declining to give
evidence.
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SUBriiiiSSIONS OF COUNSEL,

'
[31]

~~r

Kefu submitted that the Crown accepted that the

Court had a difficult task in sifting through and weighing
up the evidence. The Crown submitted, however, that
the Court should take special consideration of the
evidence of the complainant and not discard it in its
entirety due to its absence of clarity. Her evidence has
clearly suffered

from

the delay of the trial,

the

complainant's age and capacity, and lack of supervision
or support tor her. It was submitted that the Court
should see through these weaknesses and hold on to
the main thrust of her evidence - that she was subject

"
to horrendous assaults from
a mature and imposing
rnan, when she was a mere 9 year old girl.

[32] Mr Kefu submitted further that the Court should have
regard to the video clip even though as Mr Kefu said, it
was very unfortunate that the police were not able to
secure and keep safe a copy of the alleged video clip.
He submitted this evidence, which was not hearsay, was
seen by four witnesses, was important and should not
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be ignored. He acknowledged, however, that each
witness had a different version of what was videotaped.

[33] He submitted that it was highly improbable that the
complainant was lying. He submitted it was inherently
implausible that a 9 year old would be making up this

•

story. He submitted that there was no or any reasonable
reason

for Toatepi,

complainant

to

tell

Sione or Nenisi to force the
lies.

He

submitted

that

the

complainant was interviewed on her own by officer
Taueli and gave her statement without any influence by
Toatepi or Nenisi. He submitted that, if I were to accept
the

contents

of

the

video

that

supported

the

complainant's evidence and her credibility concerning
sexual assaults, I should convict.

-.

[34] He submitted that the complainant did not understand

•

the question from Mr Tu'utafaiva when she said yes to
his question that she said no three times to Toatepi's
questioning

because

no such thing

happened.

He

maintained she had affirmed the complaints when in reexamination she said to Mr Kefu that the answers she
gave concerning the sexual allegations were true. He
also said the reason she said yes to Mr Tu 'utafaiva's

'
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questions was because she did not remember some
things. This is natural and expected for a young girl, he
submitted, in a foreign and intimidating environment.

[35] He submitted that the Crown had established that the
offending took place in December 2012, and that the
accused and no other was involved. He referred to the
Doctor's evidence and the broken hymen as supporting
the

fact

1

of

intercourse.

On

the

indecencies,

he

submitted, although the complainant was reluctant
initially to tell her what Tulikaki did to her, that was
natural for a young person and that her evidence as to
his licking her buttocks and she licking his testicles was
supported

by

Toatepi's

consistency

evidence.

He

submitted that the accused should be convicted on all

'

five counts.

[36] Mr Tu'utafaiva submitted that I must be satisfied on
each individual count that the offending occurred as
alleged beyond a reasonable doubt. He submitted that
I

the

complainant

had

admitted

under

his

cross-

examination , when asked on two or three occasions by
Toatepi,

that she had told Toatepi that nothing had

taken place because

that was

true.

There was, he
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submitted• no explanation given by her as to why she
had said no to Toatepi. He complained that when she
lalter told Toatepi of various sexual incidents, this was
after an inducement had been offered in the way of
gifts, although he did not object to admissibility of the
sexual complaint evidence on this ground. He submitted
th~re

the

were, in any event, significant inconsistencies in
allegations

as

advanced

in

evidence

by

the

complainant at trial and Toatepi 's account as to what
had occurred, which had led to substantial amendments
to the indictment. He submitted that his client had
denied tha videotaping incident in his record of interview
and that, as the Crown had not produced the video, I
should not rely on the witness accounts. He complained
that the officer in charge of the case had failed to secure
~

the alleged video clip when he could have done so. He
also had complained that the officer failed to follow up
on a response to the police officers questioning involving
the allegation that Saia had beaten the complainant
because he had heard of alleged sexual activity on a
Sunday in December, 2012, t hat the accused had said
the complainant ate chicken with he and Angai and
Anau in

J~.me

of 2012, not in December 2012 and the

officer had not interviewed Angai or Anau to ascertain
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whether this was true . The accused had admitted that
lsi had come over that day and Saia had beaten her. He
submitted that the inquiry was deficient and that overall
I

I should be so concerned about the quality of the
evidence that I must have reasonable doubt, and acquit
the accused of all charges in the amended indictment.

FINDINGS

[37]

·

I did not consider that any of the Crown witnesses,

Lilipeti, Toatepi, or the complainant's parents Nenisi or
her husband Soane had given evidence that was untrue
and contrived. Indeed, the parents required Toatepi
present the complaint on behalf of their daughter. I did
not find t~eir evidence incredible in the sense that lies

...

had been deliberately told. There was no obvious motive
for the complainant, Toatepi, or the parents to falsely
and maliciously implicate the accused.

[38] I remind myself, however, this is a serious criminal case
with the allegation of carnal knowledge of a child under
the age of 12 being the most serious sexual offence in
Tonga and the allegations of serious sexual assaults of
a girl under the age of 15 carrying lesser but still severe
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penalties. Mr Kefu, rightly in my view, submitted that
the Court had a difficult task in sifting through and
weighing up the evidence. I must, before I can convict
on any count in the indictment, be satisfied beyond any
reasonable doubt that the evidence reliably supports a
conviction, on that count. It is not sufficient that I
consider there is a high level of suspicion that sexual
activity of some sort did take place or even a likelihood
or probability that this was the case.

[39]There are aspects of this prosecution that I find very
concerning and this will be apparent from my findings.
First whilst, as Mr Kefu submitted, it may be the case in
Tonga that corroboration is not required in cases of
sexual complaint, R v Hopoate [2002] Tonga LR 81 per

'

Ward CJ, I am not certain that in Teisina v Rex [1999]
Tonga LR 145, 149-150 the Court of Appeal did go so
I

far as

to abrogate the corroboration rule in sexual

offences, when it said that, although there was a
common law rule of practice requiring a corroboration
direction

in

sexual

cases,

there

was

requirement to do so. There is certainly

no

legal

no statutory

requirement for corroboration as there is in relation to
accomplices' evidence in the Tongan Evidence Act, but I
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doubt that, in Teisina, the Court of Appeal went so far
as to abolish the rule of practice, which has been
discredited and denied application in England and in
m9ny other Commonwealth jurisdictions.

I acco rdingly

approach the evidence on two bases. First, I give myself
a direction

that

it

is

dangerous

to

act

on

the

uncorroborated evidence of the complainant, noting,
however, that I would be entitled to convict if I were
satisfied a that,

notwithstanding

the

absence

of

corroboration, the evidence was so cogent that beyond
a reasonable doubt it was safe for me to convict. In any
event, putting aside the corroboration ruli ng, I would
look

for

compellin~~

supporting

evidence that the

complainant's account is reliable, and would have to feel
sure

that

beyond

any

reasonable

doubt,

the

complainant's allegations 'were reliably established on
each count.

[ 40] In t his case the accused had denied in his record of
interview 1that there was any video recording. In my
view of concern is t hat Sgt Fisi'ilose misrepresented to
the accused the clarity of the video when he asked him
the question "we have a video clip with us where it
clearly shows you masturbating and Lilipeti is also in it
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and whe~ she shouted video" It is plain from the
officer's evidence at trial that he was unable to clearly
see who the person was and indeed initially in his
evidence said he could not distinguish between a boy
and a girl. Although he purported to say that on a replay
he could hear the word video he did not say in evidence
either that the man was the accused or the child was
Lilipeti. The fact that he procured a copy he says from
Sefo, who had sent the clip allegedly from the accused's
phone to others, and took it for enhancement to an IT
person at the school, concerns me. If it required to be
enhanced 1it cannot have been clear and on his evidence
played only for three or four seconds. No enhanced copy
was produced. Of concern also, the officer, although he
received the clip from Toatepi on the afternoon of the
~

1st February 2013, made no effort to secure the phone
by way of search warrant from the accused which he
admitted he could have done before
which happened on the

s th

interviewing him

February. I do not find his

response that he considered that because the video had
been communicated to other phones in the area by Sefo
the accused would have learned of its existence in the
more

gen~ral

community, or that the accused may have

heard of the complaint, and

would have

deleted the
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clip from his phone. That may or may not have been the
case, but it was incumbent upon the officer to have
taken immediate steps to attempt to acquire the phone
I

before interviewing the accused on the 5th February to
secure the evidence if it existed. Furthermore, not only
was there a video but Lilipeti

had also spoken in

evidence of his taking a photo of her naked lower body a
fact that was probalbly also known to police. As the
evidence stands, we have not heard from Sefo who
could

have provided

evidence of an

between the accused and the clip.

obvious

link

We do not have

either the clip on the phone of the parents of Lilipeti or
her sister's phone the later being returned on the 1st
February. If a clip was taken from Sefos' phone and
I

taken to IT at the school for
,_,_ enhancement, I consider it
a serious lack of jud£1ment for the officer not to at least
have retained a copy of the clip from Sefo's phone
before leaving it with IT for enhancement, indefinitely. I
am concerned that contrary, to his evidence, he had
made no or little effort to follow up the issue because
he made no written record of his efforts to do so. On
such

an

surprising.

important item
If

there

of evidence,

were

delays

I
in

find

this

securing

enhancement, or if this were impossible, I would have
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expected him to have acted to have remedied this
situation, if it were possible expeditiously. Nor do I find
his evidence convincing that it was only the day before
he gave evidence that he was able to locate the IT
person and he subsequently found the evidence had
been destroyed. Over two years had passed since the
complaint and trial. If this were true, to my mind it
shows a rather lax approach to the investigation of a
serious case. The Court, should have been placed in a
position to view the clip and formed its own view of the
weight to be given to it.

[ 41] As I ruled at the trial, I did not accept Mr Tu'utafaiva's
objection that the failure to produce the original clip
meant that secondary evidence

by way of witness

testimony of the contents"" could not be given on the
basis of t;earsay , or indeed the best evidence rule. Mr
Kefu in his closing submissions, for which I am grateful,
provided me with a copy of Taylor v Chief Constable of
Cheshire [1987] 1 All ER 225 in which the Court of Kings
Bench (per Ralph Gibson U) following R v Kajala (1982)
75 CR App R 149 rejected best evidence or hearsay
objections to video evidence of the accused committing
an offence that had been erased. It was held that the
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goodness or badness of the evidence went only weight
and not admissibility. Ralph Gibson U said;

"As with the witness who saw directly, so with him who
viewed a display or recording , the weight and reliability of
his evidence will depend on all relevant considerations,
including the clarity of the recording its length

and where

identification is in issue, the witness's prior knowledge of the
person said to be identified, in accordance with well-

establi~hed principles ... "

Further he went on to say ;

'When the film or recording is not available, or is not
produced, the court will, and, in my view, must hesitate and
consider very carefully indeed before finding themselves
made sure of such eviden'te. But if they are made sure of
guilt by such evidence, having correctly directed themselves
with reference to it, there is no reason in law they should
not convict. Such evidence is not, in my view, inadmissible
because of the hearsay principle. It is direct evidence of
what faS seen to be happening in a particular place at a
particular time

and, like all direct evidence, may vary

greatly in its weight, credibility and reliability."

[ 42]1 have set out the relevant evidence of the witnesses
above. The complainant said she was asked to take a
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video whe'n the accused was masturbating. Toatepi gave
evidence that she had seen a clip of the accused with
the complainant after these visits. The accused, she
s:aid, was on his bed rubbing his penis and Lilipeti was
just lying by him. In answer to a question from myself,
she said that the video went on for about 60 seconds.
Tulikaki was sitting on the bed pulling his penis while
Lilipeti is lying on her back without any clothes and
l.ilipeti is shouting video and then the clip went off.
Nenisi, who had seen the video clip, said it showed
Tulikaki lying down clothed while the little girl stood
over him 1with her legs apart. She said Tulikaki was
wearing clothes whilst the girl was naked. Her husband
was not asked any questions about what he had seen.
Nor as I have said, was Sefo called to give evidence, he

-.

being responsible for allegedly taking the clip from the
accused's phone. Sgt Fisi'lose said the video which was
only of a three or four second duration showed a large
rnan masturbating and a young person he initially said
he could not distinguish whether it was a girl or a boy
but after a replay said it was a girl who had said video
video. In the state of this evidence, having evaluated it
as a

matt~r

of weight I have very serious reservations

a1bout it faced with the inconsistencies in the accounts of
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the witnesses as to its contents, and the assertion of the
police officer that he took the clip for enhancement. He
did not purport in his evidence to identify the accused as
the man nor the complainant as the child, though as I
have said he misrepresented the quality of the clip when
he said to the accused that it was clear. The evidence
was very important being

relevant to negate the

accused's statement in his record of interview that he
did not have the opportunity to commit the offences
because she

did not visit alone. It would also assist

establish that his association was other than innocent
and his assertions that no videoing had taken place a
deliberate lie on a material matter.

These

was

evidence fapable of being regarded as corroborative,
and

certainly,

regarded

as

aside from
strong

this,

supporting

would

have

evidence

of

been
the

complainant's testimony . Mr Kefu, in his submission,
said that the failure by the police to secure the clip was
unfortunate. This in my view was an understatement.

[ 43] There was another aspect of the evidence which could
also have provided evidence of absence of opportunity
and negative innocent association, or deliberate lies also
had the officer pursued the matter further and collected
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evidence in support of the complainant's case. The
prosecution case was that on a Sunday in December
2012 and possibly the last time indecent misconduct
occurred was at the accused's residence . A person from
the Pentecostal church lsi had by chance entered the
house

aft~r the Sunday service and according to the

complainant found she and the accused engaged in
some form of sexual activity.
door

to

the

accused 's

This Church was next

residence

and

near

the

complainant's residence also. The suggestion was that
lsi had informed the complainant's family, and that her
brother Saia had allegedly beaten her up. lsi and Saia
were never called to give evidence. The accused on this
matter denied that 1the accused had ever eaten with him
aside from a time in June 2012 when he had his
relatives present. Although these relatives were known
to the offker, it seems there was no follow up as Mr
Tu'utafaiva complained to verify whether this had
occurred. Saia was not called either to confirm when
this had taken place, but more importantly neither was
lsi as to what he had seen in the incident that allegedly
occurred not in June but in December, 2012 in what
would seem to have been the final stages of the
accused's alleged misconduct. I do not know whether

•
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either lsi or Saea were even interviewed about the
matter.

[ 44] I will consider the charges with the allegation being the
complaint

of

carnal

knowledge

first.

I

find

the

complainant at all material times was under the age of
12- indeed about 9 . I find also that on the evidence the
offending, if it occurred at all, arose in December 2012.
1

At the commencernent of the trial The Crown alleged
two

counts

of

carnal

indictment only one.

knowledge;

the

amended

The evidence that supported

penetration of the vagina came from the examining
doctor. He said the hymen had been ruptured. It is
important

that,

although

the

complainant

had

mentioned to Toatepi that the accused had fondled her
in the vagina, no compl~int of sexual intercourse, was
made to her. The rnost serious allegation made and one
for which the Crown originally was that that the
complainant had committed fellatio on the accused who

•

ejaculated. Nor, as the doctor said to Mr Tu'utafaiva, did
she complain that sexual intercourse had occurred; only
that he had placed lnis finger in her vagina.

At trial, she

had given evidence that sexual intercourse took place
only once, but that digital intercourse with his finger had
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•
also

occurred.

Mr

Tu'utafaiva

ceased

his

cross-

examination once he secured admissions from the
complainant that it was the truth that the accused had
done nothing to her. I do not know whether she made
the complaint to Officer Taueli who took her statement.

[ 45]The Crown did not indict on any charge involving digital
penetration. I do not know what the reason for this was.
Towards the closing stages of the Crown evidence, Mr
Kefu indicated he might seek an amendment to the
indictmen\ to allege such a count but in my view it was
appropriate that he did not seek such an amendment at
the conclusion of the Crown case .

Not only was this

very late in the case, but the defence had plainly
proceeded on the basis that the Crown case was one of
carnal knowledge, only, "and no doubt had approached
the case on this basis. Accordingly, whilst I accept much
of what Mr Kefu submitted concerning the complainant;
her age, the lack of any obvious bias, the period of time
which had elapsed before trial, (a delay which was not
of the Crown's making), I am not satisfied for the
n~asons

I, have given that carnal knowledge that is

penile penetration occurred beyond a reasonable doubt.
I would also add that Nenisi gave evidence that she had
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complained of pain when out playing on 27th January,
2013 which might suggest that she had injured herself
in the vabinal area; however, Mr Tu'utafaiva did not
press this aspect, and the Doctor suggested that the
broken hymen had healed when he examined her on the
30th January.

[ 46]That leaves me with the serious sexual assaults in the
amended indictment. There was support in Toatepi 's
evidence, as I have said, for his having her perform
fellatio on him and he ejaculating, and some evidence
that after this he licked her buttocks. There was no
direct evidence by Toatepi given in chief of her licking
the accust!d's testicles, or he or she sucking the other's
breast or nipples, as alleged in the amended indictment.

'
However, for anoth,er reason
Mr Tu'utafaiva in crossexamination of her referred her to a passage in her
statement where she had said the complainant said
these things.
according

The evidence of licking the buttocks

to Toatepi

was

directly

after she

had

performed fellatio upon him. That was not consistent,
however, with the evidence the complainant gave when
she said that licking the buttocks was a separate
incident on a different day.

Further, the complainant
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say that she had performed

any act of fellatio,. at all upon the accused and
accordingly the Crown did not proceed with this charge.
In these circumstances, whilst I am very suspicious that
something did occur of a sexual kind, I am not satisfied

•

beyond any reasonable doubt, as to just what did occur
and before I can convict of any count of indecency, I
must be satisfied bevond any reasonable doubt that the
act charged occurred.

[ 47] Mr Tu'utafaiva made much of the fact the complainant
ha·d admitted that nothing happened, twice when asked
by him and she had told Toatepi the truth when she said
this on two or possibly three occasions. I allowed Mr
Kefu to attempt to elicit from the complainant in re-

'

examination why she had said this to Toatepi whereas

• made allegations of indecency, if what she
later she had
had told Toatepi initially was untrue. She was unable to
give a response. She at one point suggested she could
not recall. Whilst, there may have been an element of
misunderstanding, or absence of recollection on her
part, the fact is that: she gave the answers which were
inconsistent with her assertions that indecencies had
taken place. Given t he concerns I expressed in para 42,

•
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this simply compounded my disquiet. Independently of
her answers to Mr Tu'utafaiva the state of the evidence
was such that I was left in real doubt about the
reliability of her evidence as to sexual offending. I
en1phasize I have taken into consideration Mr Kefu's
submissions

that the complainant misunderstood, and

he suggested it was understandable she did not recall
in a foreign environment, and that she had maintained
the truth of her evidence in re-examination to him. I
also accept that a good deal of time has passed since
these incidents took place. Taking all these matters into
account, however, I consider to convict the accused on
evidence such as I have heard would be to descend into
the realm of speculation .

....

[ 48]I am also concerned, although I express no opinion on
this whether the act of the complainant touching or
performing sexual acts on the accused

as opposed to

assaults qn the body of the complainant are sexual
assaults within the meaning of the section where they
are unaccompanied by a hostile touching, threats or the
complainant had demonstrated an unwillingness to
accept the instruction. In the case of the counts of
licking his testicles, rubbing and sucking his breasts, her
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•
evidence was only that he told her to do this, whereas
the counts aver he n1ade her do this. See R v Sutton

[1977] 3 All ER 476. It is unnecessary, however, for me
to decide this point here because of the approach I have
taken to the evidence .

[49] I am concerned that the procedures used in this case
require to be thoroughly revised in Tonga to be more in
keeping with prosecution in the modern age. I was
concerned

that

Toatepi

was

apparently

in

communic'ation with the complainant both at the stage
when

it

came

to

signing

a

statement

of

the

complainant's account to police officer Taueli which she
read, and later it seerns in answer to a question from Mr

..

Kefu on her return from New Zealand before the
complainant gave her evidence.

There is a risk of

contamination of evidence, in these circumstances. I
was concerned at the absence of apparent parental
support in this case !leading to Toatepi becoming more
closely involved than perhaps she should have been
allowed to be. I am concerned that there was not more
support fat the complainant when it came to trial and by
that I mean some support person. I was concerned that
whilst the officer in charge did in my view the right thing
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in waiting to secure the services of a female police
officer, that he lacked insight into what was required by
I

way of evidence to substantiate the complaint to the
standard required.

This may well be an issue of

education and training, rather than a lack of diligence on
his part. It may also be because Ha'apai is lacking in the
required resources and manpower to fully investigate
cornplaints of this kind tot the level that is required.
The~se

are particularly difficult and stressful cases for all

concerned, but the seriousness and importance of them
is obvious .

•
VERDIICTS

I acquit the accused on all counts. He is discharged.
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